Reflective Interview in political and organizational environments
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According our group-reflective theory of group subject's creative self-coordination the method of reflective interview (RI) is suggested for political and organizational environments. This method is proposed both for diagnostic and interventional tasks as base attitude changing technique. First RI is designed for fixation of psychological aspect of organizational changes and next for mass political events. The common mechanism of creative conflict overcoming and social tension liberation is the base for IR technique in political context. The investigation started in the style of the psychological documentation with its main purpose to fix emotional, intellectual, personal and inter-group components of participants' consciousness. A method of video (audio)RI was applied. The matter of the investigation were participants of mass events from 22.11.04 - 09.12.04 (Kyiv). Semantic backgrounds of the RI structure were the following questions: In the present events context, what NEW appeared in your knowledge, experience, relationships, feeling? If you could be plunged in thoughts and feelings of the opposite camp representatives (blue / orange) what NEW appeared in their knowledge, experience, relationships, feeling? What do they think about you, what do you want to tell them as to people? The Investigation was held both in the camp of "power" (n=50) and in the opposition camp (n=248). The content analysis of participants' reflection demonstrates the types of the individual-mass self-investigation: to flow together, to single out and both valuation.